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Executive Summary
IN JUNE 2022, North Shore Community Resources (NSCR) convened Housing for All!, three free
public conversations on affordable housing on the North Shore. The Housing for All! series provided
an opportunity for the community to gather and learn about one of the more challenging public
policy issues facing our community while also collectively exercising their democratic participation
muscles in advance of municipal elections.
NSCR and our convening partners designed and promoted the conversations to encourage
inclusive and diverse participation representative of the North Shore community. Over 170
participants took part in the three conversations, one in each municipality, with 59 per cent
over age 40, and 41 per cent under age 40. To amplify the voices of our participants, we invited
and welcomed a variety of elected officials from across the North Shore including municipal
Councillors, Mayors, as well as provincial and federal elected representatives.
To facilitate learning and spark conversations, our keynote speakers included Dr. Penny Gurstein,
UBC Professor Emeritus and former director of the School of Community and Regional Planning,
Andy Yan, Director of the City Program at SFU and Jake Fry, Founder of Small Housing BC. In small
groups, our participants and facilitators tackled two key questions: what do you think are the most
critical housing needs or issues facing residents or aspirational residents in your community, and
how would you like to see your community respond to these key housing needs?
While we didn’t expect to solve the housing crisis, our conversations revealed several important
themes including the unavailability of appropriate and/or affordable housing for seniors, employees,
and vulnerable youth, as well as bureaucratic barriers to improving housing affordability such as
slow approval and permitting processes and inflexible zoning bylaws. A major theme was the need
for a culture shift away from the fixation on homeownership and single-family homes to a more
diverse and compassionate relationship with housing. In addition to this culture shift, participants
were keen to see the emergence of more diverse housing forms, the construction of purposebuilt rental and non-market housing, improvements to tenant protections and streamlining of the
development process for more affordable new dwellings.
NSCR thanks all of our participants as well as our Housing for All! financial partner, the Real Estate
Foundation of BC, our media partner the North Shore News and our community partners Capilano
University, North Vancouver Chamber of Commerce, Impact North Shore, West Vancouver
Foundation and Ratcliff LLP.
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Background and Intent
COMMUNITIES IN BRITISH COLUMBIA are in the midst of an enduring housing affordability
crisis. The value of the average real estate transaction in the province rose 23.3 per cent between
January 2021 and January 2022,1 while average rent for apartments in Metro Vancouver increased
approximately 23 per cent year over year ending June 2022.2 The North Shore is acutely
experiencing this crisis and has seen drastic increases in both house sale prices and rental rates.
The average rent for a one-bedroom apartment increased by 17 per cent in the North Vancouver
municipalities and by 21 per cent in the District of West Vancouver over the past year.3
In light of this challenging environment, with the funding
support of the Real Estate Foundation of British Columbia, the
Democracy Café program of North Shore Community Resources
(NSCR) convened three free public engagement events on the
topics of housing and affordability in June 2022. The objective
of these events was to encourage meaningful and productive
conversations among North Shore neighbours by hosting expert
keynote speakers on topics relating to housing affordability,
creating space for facilitated dialogue and inviting a diverse group
of community members.

HOUSING FOR ALL
Community Conversations for Housing on the North Shore
Learn more about housing and affordability and share
your ideas in a diverse and intergenerational forum.

June 22 City of North Vancouver
Capilano University Lonsdale
Keynote: Dr. Penny Gurstein,
5:30PM Director,
Housing Research Collaborative, UBC
June 28 District of North Vancouver
Lynn Valley Community Recreation Centre
5:30PM Keynote: Andy Yan, Director, The City Program, SFU
June 30 District of West Vancouver
West Vancouver Community Centre
5:30PM Keynote: Jake Fry, Director, Small Housing BC Society
Everyone is welcome!
Register at https://community.nscr.ca/housingforall/ or 604 985 7138

Childminding subsidies available

With general municipal elections approaching in October, the
three Housing for All! Community Conversations for Housing on
the North Shore were also intended to be opportunities to amplify
many of the affordability-related questions, concerns and ideas
that are currently on the minds of the North Shore community to
candidates running for municipal office.

@NSCR Community Events
Event Sponsor

Event Partners

@nscrconnect
Media Partner

The issue of housing affordability has been an increasingly pressing theme in public policy for many
years. The cost of real estate has increased this debate in the last 10 years. The affordable housing
challenge has also been the focus of many studies and various government efforts to respond to the
challenge. The intent of our Community Conversations was not necessarily to provide new solutions
to this challenge, many of which have been previously identified. Rather, with a world pandemic having
sidelined the opportunity for community members to meet in person and engage in meaningful
conversations about a critical public policy question, NSCR and Democracy Café wanted to provide
a platform for community members to gather together, listen to each other, flex and exercise
their somewhat atrophied democratic participation muscles. At the same time, these Community

1
2
3

CREA, hellosafe.ca/en/blog/barometer-real-estate-bc-2022
Rentals.ca National Rent Rankings 2022, vancouver.citynews.ca/2022/06/16/metro-vancouver-rent-increases/
Zumper, zumper.com/rent-research/north-vancouver-bc
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Conversations also provide a reflection of community frustrations and ideas for change to address the
affordable housing challenge while providing a sense of agency to citizens to take actions on issues
that matter to them: critical to a well-functioning, robust democratic society.
NSCR’s Democracy Cafe program4 convened the Community Conversations with financial support
provided by the Real Estate Foundation of BC and media sponsorship from North Shore News. Other
event partners included Capilano University, Impact North Shore, North Shore Chamber of Commerce,
West Vancouver Foundation and Ratcliff LLP.
This report outlines the methodology and design of these events and details some of the emerging
themes drawn from our Housing for All! Community Conversations for Housing on the North Shore.

Location, Diversity and Demographics
Recognizing the different contexts for housing in each of the three major municipalities on the North
Shore, we organized three, unique Community Conversations in the City of North Vancouver, District of
North Vancouver and District of West Vancouver.
That said, we began each of our conversations with an acknowledgement that our conversations were
situated on the unceded, ancestral territories of the Coast Salish People including the Skwxwú7mesh
(Squamish), xʷməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam) and Səl̓ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.
We were privileged to have Rose Nahanee and Chamiya-Janis Campbell, both from the Squamish
Nation, to welcome our participants and to provide a land acknowledgement at each of our events.
Rose and Janis inspired us to begin our conversations in a good way, understanding that we benefit
from the generosity and land stewardship of our Indigenous communities.
In an effort to reach a diverse group of community members from the North Shore, we focused on
accessibility and inclusiveness in planning the three Community Conversations. First, event locations
were required to be centrally located and to have multi-modal transportation accessibility. Capilano
University’s Lonsdale Campus, which hosted the City of North Vancouver event, was a short walk from
the SeaBus and the Lonsdale Quay Bus Terminal. The Lynn Valley Community Recreation Centre in the
District of North Vancouver and the West Vancouver Community Centre were selected in part due to
their connectivity and proximity to high frequency bus networks.
Our outreach and marketing efforts also reflected our desire to attract diverse participants to our
conversations. What is said in a conversation depends upon who is present. We recognize that the
voices of people who are often housing insecure do not participate in community events.
Through our partnership with Impact North Shore, Capilano University and many other social services
organizations across the North Shore, we advertised and promoted the events to a wide audience of
varying socioeconomic statuses, ethnicity, ages and other backgrounds. We advertised in both print

4 NSCR Democracy Cafe, community.nscr.ca/democracy-cafe/
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Rose Nahanee from the Squamish Nation welcomed participants to Housing for All! conversations in the
City and District of North Vancouver.

media and digital media through our partnership with North Shore News, and advertised with Hamyaari
Media to reach out more effectively to the large Farsi-speaking community on the North Shore.
We also actively promoted participation from a range of people with diverse ages. The challenge of
housing disproportionately impacts younger people and income limited older adults. Thus, we invited
participants to register their age as either under 40 or 40 and older. We also assigned participants to
tables to ensure a diversity of ages in each group so that a variety of voices could participate in each
facilitated table talk discussion. Finally, we provided child-minding subsidies available to all participants
to try to improve accessibility for parents of young children.

Event Design
Each Community Conversation consisted of three core components. First, keynote speakers (see below
for details) kickstarted each event with stimulating and informative discussions on topics relating to
housing affordability. Participants were then arranged in groups of eight to ten people and led through
facilitated table talk discussions about their perceptions of housing issues in their communities and
solutions they would like to see implemented. Facilitators were present at each table to facilitate
conversations and record notes and themes emerging from the discussions. Lastly, each group was
asked to co-create a question for the speaker to address in a final question and answer period.
HOUSING FOR ALL! North Shore Community Resources
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Daniel Levangie from Capilano University and Dr. Penny Gurstein, along with participants

Event Statistics
Over three events we welcomed more than 170 participants, with 59 per cent over age 40, and 41 per
cent under age 40. Among the many participants were teachers, support workers, nurses, retirees,
post-secondary students, civil servants, small business owners, realtors, real estate investors, new
parents, persons living with disabilities, renters, homeowners and more.
Elected officials from across the North Shore were also invited to the Community Conversations. They
were not platformed at the events but rather were invited to participate and engage in discussion
alongside their peers and neighbours. In all we welcomed the participation of six municipal councillors,
one mayor and two Members of Parliament, including City of North Vancouver Mayor Linda Buchanan,
councillors Jordan Back, Megan Curren and Mathew Bond from the District of North Vancouver,
councillors Nora Gambioli, Craig Cameron and Bill Soprovich from the District of West Vancouver, the
Honourable Jonathan Wilkinson, Minister of Natural Resources and Member of Parliament for North
Vancouver, and Patrick Weiler, Member of Parliament for West Vancouver-Sunshine Coast-Sea to Sky
Country. The Honourable Bowinn Ma, Minister of State for Infrastructure and Member of Legislative
Assembly for North Vancouver-Lonsdale and Susie Chant, Member of Legislative Assembly for North
Vancouver-Seymour were registered to participate but were unable to attend due to scheduling
conflicts.
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Keynote Speakers
The event in the City of North Vancouver featured a talk by Dr. Penny Gurstein, UBC Professor Emeritus
and former director of the School of Community and Regional Planning. Dr. Gurstein introduced the
audience to the notion of the “housing continuum,” the spectrum of housing forms ranging from
emergency shelters to market housing, and identified the current lack of housing form variety in
housing in the Greater Vancouver Area as a key contributor to problems of housing affordability and
accessibility. Dr. Gurstein highlighted three priorities for housing—build new homes for vulnerable
residents, create more affordable housing for renters and protect existing housing stock.
The District of North Vancouver event was highlighted by a keynote from Andy Yan, Director of the
City Program at Simon Fraser University. Mr. Yan contextualized the current housing crisis within the
District of North Vancouver through a variety of demographic
and housing related data sets, represented both graphically and
What follows is a distillation
cartographically. Mr. Yan’s discussion highlighted the declining
of the many themes, idea
population of young and middle-aged adults in the District
of North Vancouver, the displacement of seniors and the
and solutions that were
dislocation of employees from their homes across the North
proposed, considered and
Shore.
The District of West Vancouver event featured a conversation
with Jake Fry, Founder of Small Housing BC. In a departure
from the issue-focused conversations at the prior two North
Vancouver events, participants in the District of West Vancouver
were introduced to a selection of emerging housing forms that
seek to push beyond traditional notions of the single-family
detached home, inject density into mature neighbourhoods
and improve the diversity of housing supply in the market.

debated. This summary does
not capture every single
idea or opinion shared, but
rather intends to provide
a general insight into the
minds of engaged citizens
facing a housing affordability
crisis in their communities.

Emergent Themes
Participants were asked two simple questions after each keynote speech, which were to serve as a
launching point for each group’s facilitated discussion. First, what do you think are the most critical
housing needs or issues facing residents or aspirational residents in your community? Second,
how would you like to see your community respond to these key housing needs? What follows is a
distillation of the many themes, idea and solutions that were proposed, considered and debated by
over 150 participants on three different nights across the North Shore this past June. This summary
does not capture every single idea or opinion shared, but rather intends to provide a general insight into
the minds of engaged citizens facing a housing affordability crisis in their communities.

HOUSING FOR ALL! North Shore Community Resources
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PART 1:

CHALLENGES

“What do you think are the most critical housing needs or issues
facing residents or aspirational residents in your community?”

Affordability for
Key Demographics
AS ONE WOULD EXPECT, concerns about the affordability of housing, both for home ownership and
rental, were repeatedly expressed by participants across all three events. The notion of “affordability”
itself garnered significant discussion— what does affordability really mean, and to who? Participants
discussed affordability not only as a general challenge for residents of the North Shore, but on
its disproportionate impact and displacement of specific populations and the implications of this
demographic shift for the community at large.

Housing for Seniors
Available and affordable housing for seniors was identified as a primary concern by many participants.
There is a shortage of purpose-built housing, rental units and supportive housing options for seniors
across the North Shore. As a result, seniors wishing to downsize or to move into a more appropriately
sized or configured dwelling find themselves unable to do so while remaining in their community.
Several participants commented that seniors often face this difficult choice: remain “overhoused” in
their family homes, which may be impractical when considering mobility needs and house upkeep as
they age, or move off of the North Shore altogether in search of more appropriate housing. Participants
reported that this shortage of “age-in-community” options is causing an exodus of seniors from the
North Shore.

10
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The notion of “affordability” itself garnered significant discussion — what does affordability really
mean, and to who?

Participants argued that the lack of housing affordability has a deleterious effect on seniors’ wellbeing
on the North Shore by driving displacement and contributing to isolation. Several middle-aged and
senior participants expressed concern that their children were unable to afford the cost of housing
on the North Shore and were forced to move elsewhere in the province. One participant noted the
exodus of young adults and their families to other communities such as Squamish and Maple Ridge,
while another reported that his son and his son’s family had been forced to look elsewhere, ultimately
finding a more affordable home in the Comox Valley. The negative impact of this displacement on
seniors’ experience of isolation was raised by participants across all three community events.

“There has been an exodus of young people”
Delving further into displacement, many participants highlighted the exodus of young adults due
to a lack of affordable housing as a central concern for the future of the North Shore. Mr. Yan’s
presentation reinforced this perception with data, pointing out that the District of North Vancouver
has experienced an increase in population of citizens over the age of 55 and a decrease in population
below the age of 55. As mentioned above, several participants noted that the affordability crisis was
“splitting families up” and thereby putting greater pressures on adult children to travel or commute to
visit and eventually provide care for their parents as they aged. A lack of new developments built for
families, including family-sized rental units and strata condominiums, was identified as a contributing
factor to this exodus of young adults.

HOUSING FOR ALL! North Shore Community Resources
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Workforce Concerns and Essential Workers
A related concern raised by participants was the lack of available affordable housing options for
individuals who work or seek to work on the North Shore. Many participants expressed great
concern for the lack of housing options for essential workers in their community, including teachers,
healthcare workers and emergency service workers. One participant suggested that the community
could face an exacerbated crisis in the event of a large-scale disaster, such as an earthquake, if
emergency service workers were unable to travel to their workplaces on the North Shore.

“Someone making minimum wage should be able to live here”
Participants pointed out that the North Shore needs people to work in service industry and retail
positions, often at wages not much higher than minimum wage, but fails to provide any housing
options for these workers. It was observed that local businesses were facing great difficulty in both
retaining current staff and hiring new employees due to the lack of a local working-age population
and long commute times for employees living outside of the North Shore. Several participants noted
that the dislocation of employees from their North Shore workplaces was also a contributing factor
to the community’s chronic traffic congestion, in particular on the bridges connecting the North
Shore to the rest of the Lower Mainland.

Access to Housing for Vulnerable Populations
A few participants pointed out the unmet housing needs of vulnerable populations on the North
Shore, including persons living with disabilities, single parent families and at-risk or vulnerable
youth populations. This was attributed to a lack of supply of diverse housing types in the North
Shore—including accessible units and, as noted above, purpose-built family sized rental units. One
participant, a post-secondary student, added that students are often left out of these discussions of
affordability and housing supply, and, lacking purpose-built student housing options, struggle to find
accommodation in proximity to their classes.
12
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Bureaucratic Barriers
to Housing Affordability
PARTICIPANTS FROM ALL THREE municipalities drew attention to the role of government
in enabling or contributing to the current housing affordability crisis.

Planning Regime
Some criticisms were specific in nature and focused on
perceived administrative and bureaucratic barriers to building
and development. These included criticisms of the long
timelines for development approvals and high development
fees. For example, participants in three separate conversations
posited that there was simply too much red tape—and
attributed costs—to subdivide a home or create rental
units within existing homes. One participant, a developer,
admitted he had shifted his focus to other municipalities
such as Port Moody and Port Coquitlam for future projects
due to the relative availability of developable land and ease
of development in those communities in comparison to the
North Shore.
In addition to bureaucratic hurdles, several participants felt
that the planning and approval process gave too much “veto
power” to neighbourhoods and homeowners to control
growth within their locales. They observed that this intensive
public scrutiny amplifies the influence of NIMBYism (i.e., “not
in my backyard” attitudes) and disproportionately empowers
wealthy homeowners who seek to maintain the status quo.
One participant asked why public hearings are held for projects
that are already in compliance with Official Community
Plans (OCPs), when such OCPs had already been subject to
strenuous public debate and approval processes.

Some criticisms were
specific in nature and
focused on perceived
administrative and
bureaucratic barriers
to building and
development. These
included criticisms
of the long timelines
for development
approvals and high
development fees.

HOUSING FOR ALL! North Shore Community Resources
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A hands-off mentality was observed to be reflective
of an increasingly outdated “cultural mindset” on
housing that remains engrained in British Columbia.

Organization of Government
Other participants pointed out that the design of our system of governance was in and of itself a factor
contributing to the housing affordability crisis. In particular, election cycles were seen as too short
to permit the implementation of consistent and long-term policies and programs targeting housing
supply shortages and affordability issues. The division of powers between Municipal, Provincial and
Federal governments was also perceived as undermining a cohesive strategy and response to the
housing crisis. One participant argued that this tripartite structure of governance allowed different
levels of government to “point the finger” at each other and to avoid responsibility for the hardship
experienced by the voting public.
This assessment contrasted sharply with Singapore’s approach to address housing affordability
issues, which was highlighted by Dr. Gurstein at the City of North Vancouver event. Singapore
had implemented a top-down approach to housing supply by flooding the housing market with a
substantial supply of purpose-built rental housing. Participants, while impressed by the approach of
Singapore, felt that it was an impossibility in British Columbia due to the lack of unity within a multilayered government, with each layer subject to its own political motivations and capacities.

Perceived Government Inaction
“Inaction is a choice”
Lastly, many participants felt there was a general apathy from all levels of government in respect of
the housing sector. Some reported that local governments had long exhibited a lack of intervention
and a laissez-faire attitude in respect of housing, thereby enabling the housing market to be dictated
by market forces and the maximization of profitability. These participants also pointed to a lack of
government control over the rental market and rental prices, and a residential tenancy legal system
that has failed to evolve in order to meet the needs of the growing renting population and reflect the
difficulty of obtaining new housing after eviction.
As will be discussed next, this hands-off mentality was observed to be reflective of an increasingly
outdated “cultural mindset” on housing that remains engrained in British Columbia.
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Cultural Barriers
MANY PARTICIPANTS POINTED TO a need for a “culture shift” when it comes to notions of housing
and home in our communities. Some argued that we are plagued by an “American mindset” of
individualism, positing that profitability has been the driving force guiding housing development and
supply on the North Shore. Investment properties, empty homes and offshore buyers were all identified
as problematic contributors to housing affordability issues.
Participants at the West Vancouver and District of North Vancouver events were more noticeably
focused on NIMBYism as a barrier to change when compared to the City of North Vancouver event.
This perception is not surprising, given the prevalence of single-family homes in the Districts and
lack of diversity in the traditional housing supply of those communities. Some participants noted
that homeowners are able to organize united fronts and dominate public meetings regarding new
development proposals, especially when these developments propose new rental units or affordable
housing in established neighbourhoods that currently lack these options. Participants reported that
the most commonly-heard complaints from homeowners at such hearings include concern over the
casting of shadows by new towers, the loss of views and increases in traffic congestion.

“There is a perception that renters don’t care about their housing”
Moreover, several participants commented that there is a perceived bias against renters by
homeowners, including the misconception that renters are transient, lack commitment to the local
community and devalue the buildings and homes in which they reside. These participants argued
that homeowners holding this mindset have long impeded the development of purpose-built rental
properties on the North Shore by being organized, vocal and exercising power at public hearings.

Participants at the West Vancouver and District of North Vancouver events were more noticeably
focused on NIMBYism as a barrier to change when compared to the City of North Vancouver event.

HOUSING FOR ALL! North Shore Community Resources
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Traffic and Congestion
THE ISSUE OF TRAFFIC CONGESTION was raised frequently at all three Community Conversations.
Discussions on traffic congestion provoked conflicting viewpoints from participants. On the one hand,
some felt that efforts to densify North Shore communities would add cars to the road and compound
the issue, arguing that improvements to transit and road infrastructure should precede any further
population increases. Others argued that densifying the community could have the opposite effect of
reducing traffic by shortening commute distances and promoting alternative forms of transportation
such as walking, biking and transit use.

Some felt that efforts to densify North Shore communities would add cars to the road; others
argued it could have the opposite effect of reducing traffic by shortening commute distances
and promoting alternative forms of transportation such as walking, biking and transit use.
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PART 2:   SOLUTIONS
“How would you like to see your community
respond to these key housing needs?”

Promote Greater
Diversity in Housing
“There needs to be a greater spectrum of affordability”

ACROSS ALL THREE MUNICIPALITIES, participants singled out the promotion of greater housing
diversity as the most important response to their communities’ housing needs. The keynote speakers
highlighted the current reality of housing supply on the North Shore as one dominated by expensive
single-family homes and a shrinking supply of aging rental units.
As identified above, this existing housing mix has traditionally
Speakers highlighted
failed to offer accessible and obtainable housing for many
the current reality of
demographics including seniors, young families, students, lowincome residents and vulnerable populations. In order to remain
housing supply on the
a diverse population and community, the argument goes, an
North Shore as one
equally diverse supply of housing options needs to be added to
dominated by expensive
the current landscape.
Participants argued for a variety of both well-established and
newly emerging housing forms to be added to the housing mix.
Participants recommended up-zoning and densification through
more traditional building forms such as townhomes and fourplexes, and by adding dwelling units to single family homes with
laneway houses and secondary suites. By building more compact
homes, and by spreading density throughout neighbourhoods,
participants argued that “gentle density” could add to the housing
supply without evoking or awakening the same community
resistance encountered by larger-scale projects.

single-family homes and a
shrinking supply of aging
rental units. To remain a
diverse population and
community, an equally
diverse supply of housing
options needs to be added
to the current landscape.

HOUSING FOR ALL! North Shore Community Resources
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Participants also expressed curiosity with newer forms of densification including the concept of
stratifying large homes into multiple strata units, adding tiny homes to single family properties, or
subdividing or reorganizing single family lots into several smaller dwellings with communal outdoor
spaces. Many of these concepts were explored by Mr. Fry during his keynote for the West Vancouver
event. Lastly, concepts of cooperative and “shared amenity” housing garnered considerable attention
from participants, who pointed to the potential financial benefit of sharing the costs of communal areas
such as a communal kitchen or recreation space as well as potential social benefits of such new forms
of living arrangements.
Through the exploration of these new housing forms, participants were clear that they wanted to
see an expansion of the continuum of housing types on the North Shore to enable people to move,
downsize or upsize homes as their family composition and housing needs evolve over time.

Diversifying Options for Seniors
“There should be housing for people in all stages of life”
Considerable discussion was given to diversifying housing options for seniors. By providing more
appropriately scaled and sized housing options, seniors would have more flexibility to downsize when
they want to and have more options to age within their community. This includes building more
eldercare facilities and congregate housing. There were also several creative ideas for new forms of

By providing more appropriately
scaled and sized housing options,
seniors would have more flexibility
to downsize when they want
to and have more options to
age within their community.
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Laneway houses and secondary suites were also identified as viable
options for seniors or empty-nesters. In one suggested scenario, a senior
homeowner could build a laneway house on their property, move into
the laneway house and either sell or rent the primary dwelling to a family.
senior housing explored by participants. Some of these ideas promise potential avenues for seniors
to leverage the equity in their home through subdivision or partial sale of real estate, while others
present opportunities to live in shared or communal settings in a manner that may combat isolation
and loneliness.
One suggestion was to have opportunities for seniors to live with younger folks such as postsecondary students in shared buildings or with shared facilities. This could include seniors renting out
spare bedrooms to students in exchange for companionship and assistance with cooking, cleaning
or other household chores. A participant noted that such a program was currently being piloted in
conjunction with Simon Fraser University. A similar idea proposed to re-organize existing dwellings
in a manner to enable seniors to co-habit as roommates, with both private areas for sleeping and
personal time along with communal areas such as hobby spaces and gardens.
Laneway houses and secondary suites were also identified as viable options for seniors or emptynesters. In one suggested scenario, a senior homeowner could build a laneway house on their
property, move into the laneway house and either sell or rent the primary dwelling to a family. More
flexibility for senior homeowners to subdivide or add dwelling units in this manner could provide
them with an opportunity to age in place while introducing a new family-sized dwelling to the
housing market.

Build More Rental, Non-Market and Transit-Oriented Housing
Given the stark reality that homeownership will not be a possibility for the majority of residents in the
Greater Vancouver Area, many participants stressed the need to promote purpose-built rental, nonmarket and affordable units across the North Shore. They identified the acute need to accommodate
the local workforce including essential workers, service sector employees and young adults. Some
participants also questioned whether other models of housing ownership, such as “rent to own” or
Federal or Provincial mortgage helper programs might allow more renters to eventually become
homeowners.
Participants were also interested in the non-market concept of a community land trust, an idea that
had been introduced by Dr. Gurstein. A community land trust maintains long-term ownership of the
land and benefits from its increased property value over time, while leasing out housing units on the
land to “homeowners” on long-term leases. In doing so, the trust maintains long-term affordability
for future homeowners.
HOUSING FOR ALL! North Shore Community Resources
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Improve Tenant Protections
Housing stability was a major concern highlighted by one table of West Vancouver participants.
They elaborated that while efforts to build new affordable and rental units were well-intentioned,
the preservation of existing units should also remain a priority. It was identified that the bulk of
currently “affordable” dwellings in West Vancouver were located in aging apartment buildings, where
affordability had been achieved only through long-term tenancies combined with the government’s
regulation of annual rent increases.
The current risk faced by tenants, these participants argued, is the inevitable re-development of these
aging apartment complexes—a phenomenon known as “reno-viction” and “demo-viction” that is all
too familiar to residents in lucrative housing markets like the North Shore. While tenant relocation
policies have been enacted to help cushion the financial hardship faced by long-tenured tenants
during evictions, the systematic destruction and replacement of these relatively affordable rental
units will continue to drive low-income residents off of the North Shore. Some participants called
for greater concessions to be given in tenant relocation policies to help provide needed assistance
to evicted individuals as they look for new housing, while others maintained that government
intervention should be directed to better maintaining and preserving this essential housing stock.
“Reno-viction” and “demo-viction” is all too familiar to residents in lucrative housing
markets like the North Shore. The systematic destruction and replacement of these relatively
affordable rental units will continue to drive low-income residents off of the North Shore.
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Government Action
Changes to Planning Regime
In order to diversify the housing mix, many participants argued that greater flexibility was needed
in the regulation of land use and planning on the North Shore. Suggestions included reducing
development fees and permitting processes for affordable housing or purpose-built rental, reducing
barriers to re-zoning applications and providing blanket “upzoning” for single family neighbourhoods.
One participant pointed to the City of Montreal, where the
municipal government has obtained the right of first refusal to
purchase any land put up for sale for the development of social
housing projects. Several participants wanted the North Shore
Municipalities to take a more “hands-on” management of the
large-scale developers who are currently assembling significant
holdings.
Some participants were hopeful that municipalities could take
a closer look at underutilized public land, such as unused lands
surrounding schools or community centres, as potential sites
for future subsidized housing projects. Others suggested that
the focus of community plans should be expanded beyond new
development in limited areas to take a more fulsome look at
existing land uses and consider up-zoning opportunities within
established, low-density neighbourhoods.

Some participants were
hopeful that municipalities
could take a closer look
at underutilized public

Fiscal Measures

land, such as unused

Many participants also called for specific, targeted financial
measures by the government to incentivize the production of new
non-market, rental and affordable units or to raise revenue for
publicly funded developments. These ideas included expansions
upon empty home taxes and speculation taxes, targeted property
taxes on income properties and efforts to reduce tax-sheltering
through homeownership.

lands surrounding
schools or community
centres, as potential sites
for future subsidized
housing projects.
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Culture Shift
UNDERLYING MANY OF the changes suggested above is the idea that the North Shore—and the
Greater Vancouver Area more generally—needs to see a culture shift around the idea of housing,
home and shelter. Participants at all three events noted the need to shift away from our fixation on
homeownership as the ideal form of housing and to consider the increasing emergence of rental as a
long-term, sustainable housing arrangement for an ever-increasing segment of society. Likewise, many
participants argued that housing, at its most basic level, needs to be reimagined from an investment
vehicle to a basic human necessity, and be re-prioritized accordingly.
Several participants argued that there is a “knowledge gap” between what we think we know about
housing and what we actually know. When it comes to housing, they pointed to a lack of data that
tracks who we are losing from the North Shore and why they are moving away, and a lack of data
identifying who wants to move to the North Shore but are currently unable to. The unheard voices of

Participants at all three events noted the need to shift away from our fixation on homeownership
as the ideal form of housing and to consider the increasing emergence of rental as a long‑term,
sustainable housing arrangement for an ever-increasing segment of society.
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these disenfranchised former or prospective community members aren’t reflected in municipal council
votes or public hearings on new developments. At the District of North Vancouver event, Mr. Yan
pointed out that some municipalities have conducted eviction studies to track “non-voluntary moves”
out of their communities. The purpose of these studies is to find out who is leaving and why, and this
research could help reinforce otherwise anecdotal observations of the exodus of certain demographics
from the North Shore.

“Take the table to the community”
Some participants argued that the culture shift is already upon us, but that decision-making and the
market forces guiding the supply of housing in British Columbia remain dominated by a mindset of
profitability and the perception of homeownership as an
investment vehicle. These participants argued that public
consultations need to hear from a greater range of people,
including prospective families and individuals who would
like to move into a community, small business owners
struggling with staff retention and hiring, renters and future
renters, and young adults. One participant suggested
assembling a housing task force to represent these varied
interest groups at North Shore City Halls and future public
engagement meetings. Another suggested that a “housing
vision group,” comprised of young people and students,
should be formed to set out long-term objectives for
housing in our communities.

“If there’s something I could wish for, it’s compassion”
Lastly, several participants asked that we encourage
participation among a broader spectrum of the population
and host more public engagement forums—places where
we can gather to talk about our fears, our worries, our
ideas and our hopes for the future of housing on the North
Shore. Ultimately, these participants were keen to see
more inclusive communities, more openness to new kinds
of neighbours and new types of housing, and, ultimately,
more compassion and understanding between the diverse
residents of our North Shore.

Some participants argued
that the culture shift is already
upon us, but that decisionmaking and the market
forces guiding the supply of
housing in British Columbia
remain dominated by a
mindset of profitability and the
perception of homeownership
as an investment vehicle.
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Next Steps
AS WE LOOK AHEAD to upcoming municipal elections, we endeavour to uncover and amplify some of
the many housing-related concerns and desired solutions on the minds of our North Shore community
members. While we have not prescribed a complete solution to the housing crisis by any means, we
believe that these opportunities to engage in spirited dialogue and the exchange of ideas in noncontentious settings enriches our communities by fostering connections and understanding between
people with different opinions on housing and community. We will continue to pursue this mandate
through our housing advocacy and democracy-building initiatives in our efforts to build a more
inclusive and more accessible North Shore.
North Shore Community Resources and the Democracy Café wish to extend our appreciation to the
Real Estate Foundation of British Columbia, to our event and advertising partners, and in particular
to the many members of the public who shared their time and ideas to make our Community
Conversations possible.

While we have not prescribed a complete solution to the housing crisis by any means,
we believe that these opportunities to engage in spirited dialogue and the exchange of
ideas in non-contentious settings enriches our communities by fostering connections and
understanding between people with different opinions on housing and community.
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About NSCR and Democracy Café
Founded in 1976, NSCR is a registered not-for-profit charitable organization serving the community
on the North Shore, Bowen Island and Lions Bay. Our mandate is to design and deliver programs and
services that enhance well-being, social connections, empowerment and community participation.
NSCR pursues its mandate by providing a broad spectrum of programs and services in the following
areas: Child and Parent Programs, Seniors Programs, Community Engagement, Community Legal
Services and Affordable Housing Education.
NSCR’s Democracy Café is a non-partisan program that encourages residents and citizens to more
actively participate in civic life while encouraging government to create institutions and pathways for
more meaningful citizen and resident participation in decision making that affects their lives. NSCR’s
Democracy Café program convenes the North Shore Young Civic Forum in collaboration with CityHive.
For more information about this report, NSCR or its Democracy Café program, contact:
Murray Mollard, Executive Director
Murray.mollard@nscr.ca

